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Breathe Into Your Massage
Mindful Breathing Enhances Bodywork Benefits
Cathy Ulrich
During her massage, Elaine was having
trouble relaxing, continually talking
about all of the stressors in her life. I
took a deep breath and asked her to do
the same. Suddenly, her body relaxed
and I finally felt her respond to the work
I was doing. So, what shifted with that
simple suggestion?

In The Moment

Elaine was thinking about the stresses in
her life instead of where she was at the
moment. She was in a safe space,
receiving gentle, supportive bodywork.
And yet she couldn't relax. By simply
asking her to be mindful of her breath,
she immediately felt her body and
became present with me in that space.

control labor pain. By consciously
breathing during contractions, they
learn to shift the feeling of pain to just
sensation.
Elaine came to see me because she had
chronic pain in her foot, knee, and hip.
Often chronic pain sets up as a vicious
cycle of muscle tightness, impaired
blood flow, and more pain, even in
areas distant from the original problem.
When I asked Elaine to send her breath
to the foot, she changed her feeling of
pain to simply sensation and this opened
a door that allowed me to change the
holding pattern in her tissue.
Of course she couldn't physically
breathe into her foot, but the imagery of

Everything you
do can be done
better from a
place of
relaxation.
-Stephen C. Paul
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Mindful breathing brings an individual back into their body, facilitating presence and relaxation.

In this Issue

Many meditation traditions use the
breath to quiet the mind. With mindful
breathing, we're suddenly thrust into an
awareness of our inner spaces and a
feeling that we actually do live in a body.
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Reduce Pain

One of the first things expectant
mothers learn in natural childbirth
classes is breathing techniques to help

sending warm, healing breath into her
foot from the inside while I worked on it
from the outside changed her
relationship to the pain.
Try this simple technique yourself. As
you tune into your breath, notice your
body. Is there discomfort or pain?
Continued on page 2
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Breathe in, and think of filling your
lungs with healing oxygen. Now breathe
out, and imagine sending this warm,
healing oxygen directly to the place that
hurts. Continue gently breathing into
the area for a few minutes. What does it
feel like now?

Relieve Stress

When I worked with Elaine, I noticed
that the more she talked about her
stressful life, the shallower her breath
became. She was breathing high in her
chest in short, rapid breaths. Her mind
had transported her back to her stressful
life, even though she was in a place
where she was supported and
encouraged to take a break from that
stress, putting her body into a
fight-or-flight response.
One clear manifestation of this is rapid,
shallow breathing. While stress can
produce this breathing pattern, the
good news is that we can consciously
change the breathing pattern and reduce
the stress. It works both ways.

The next time you go for a massage, try
these suggestions to achieve mindful
breathing and enhance the benefits of
your session:
- As you settle onto the table, feel the
weight of your body on the table and
begin to notice your breath.
- Feel your breath moving of its own
accord. Where is it most noticeable?
Bring into the spaces that feel less full
(without effort--just invite).
- When your therapist starts working,
notice the pressure and rhythm. When
your practitioner lets up on the
pressure, breathe in. When she/he
applies pressure, breathe out.
- If your practitioner comes to a
tender area, pay special attention to
your breath. Work with the tenderness
on the exhale, imagining that you're

breathing out the pain.
- As your therapist works on different
areas, imagine your breath moving there
to meet her. Send your breath wherever
she is working. Let her work on the
outside, you work on the inside.
- Notice the changes as the massage
progresses. Notice your thought
patterns. Notice your comfort level.
Notice your stress (and how it melts) as
you send breath to the various areas of
your body.
- When your session is complete and
you sit up, notice how your breath feels.
What do you notice about your body, the
room, the light?
Why not use the lifegiving force of
breath to make your next massage an
even more beneficial experience. Just
breathe.

As I asked Elaine to slow her breathing
and take deeper breaths, the tension in
her face softened. Her body relaxed on
the table as if she were sinking into the
padding. Her feet became warmer, a
sure sign that her circulation had
changed and that her nervous system had
switched from fight or flight to the
calming mode of rest and digest.
Try this for yourself. The next time
you're feeling stressed, stop for a
moment and notice how you're
breathing. Is your breath high in your
chest? Is it fast and shallow? Now, gently
invite your breath to slow down. Start to
pull breath into your lungs by letting
your belly relax and expand as you
inhale. Spend a few moments with
yourself and your breath and look at the
stressful situation again. Does it seem so
bad now?

Your Massage

Receiving a massage does involve
participation on the client's part. While
the practitioner is the expert on the
bodywork, the clients are the experts on
their bodies. In our culture, the
client/therapist relationship is often a
check-your-body-at-the-door
affair.
But so much more can happen when the
client works with the therapist.
Being actively aware of your breath during a massage enhances the benefits of your session.

What Is Reiki?
Understanding Energy Work
A type of energy bodywork, reiki
(pronounced ray-key) relies on the
ancient belief in the life force energy,
referred to as chi, that flows through all
things. This life force runs throughout
pathways in the body called meridians,
nourishing organs and cells and
supporting vital functions. When this
energy is disrupted by negative thoughts,
feelings or actions, illness and disease
result. A reiki practitioner's hands hover
just above a person's body, sensing the
affected areas and infusing them with
positive flow. This raises the energetic
vibration and breaks up the negativity to
heal, clear and restore the natural flow
of the life force. The reiki practitioner,
trained to access and serve as a channel
for the life energy, places his hands on
or just above the client's body and uses a
passive touch that some clients
experience with warmth or tingling. The
hands remain in position for 3-5
minutes, alternately covering 10-12
positions over the body.
Thought to be Tibetan Buddhist in

origin, the practice of reiki is comprised
of three levels of training. Through this
training, the practitioner learns how to
access energy flow through the hands to
heal. Completion of the third and
highest level of training results in the
title of reiki master. Reiki is used to
accelerate healing, assist the body in
cleansing toxins, balance the flow of
subtle energy by releasing blockages, and
help the client contact the healer within.
According to www.reiki.org, reiki is
beginning to gain acceptance as a
meaningful and cost-effective way to
improve patient care in hospitals and
clinics across America. In an interview
on the website, Dr. David Guillion, an
oncologist at Marin General Hospital in
California, says, "I feel we need to do
whatever is in our power to help the
patient. We provide state of the art
medicine in our office, but healing is a
multidimensional process. I endorse the
idea that there is a potential healing that
can take place utilizing energy." For
more information, consult your

bodywork practitioner.

Reiki balances subtle but vital energy.

The Scoop on Sugar
Not Such a Sweet Story
Shelley Burns, N.D.
Most people have no idea just how much
sugar is in the foods Americans
consume. However, this sweet culprit
may be behind many health issues,
including skin problems. Here's why.
When refined carbohydrates, otherwise
known as simple sugars, are consumed
in excess, they cause an increase in
blood sugar levels. This excess sugar
(glucose) attaches itself to proteins and
is referred to as glycosylation. All cells in
our bodies have a protein component to
them including our hormones,
enzymes, cholesterol, and immune cells.
As proteins become coated with glucose,
they are unable to work effectively.
Collagen, that vital component of a
glowing complexion, makes up 40
percent of the proteins in the body.
Glycosylation
hastens
protein

cross-linking, which weakens collagen.
The result: wrinkles.

as immunity. It can also lead to sluggish
digestion, which also affects the skin.

But wait, there's more. Sugar also causes
an increase in levels of cortisol, the
stress hormone, which can interfere with
hormonal balance and increase
inflammation. Skin inflammation can
manifest as acne, puffiness under the
eyes, and eczema. Sugar also increases
insulin levels and reduces sensitivity of
insulin. In fact, research shows people
with acne process sugar poorly, which
could be a direct result of high cortisol
and high insulin levels in the blood.

The best way to steer clear of sugar is to
read labels. Avoid products that list
sugar in the first three ingredients, and
be aware of words ending in "ose" such
as sucrose, dextrose, and maltose, all of
which are sugar indicators. Also avoid
processed
foods
and
refined
carbohydrates, such as white flour, white
rice, and white potatoes.

And finally, sugar depletes the necessary
nutrients required to keep the immune
system healthy. For example, sugar
interferes with the way the body uses
vitamin C, which is needed for the
formation of collagen and elastin as well

Whenever the sweet allure of sugar
tempts you, remember, sugar-free is key
to beauty.

Those who bring
sunshine into the
lives of others,
cannot keep it
from themselves.

Enjoy the Holidays! Family, friends and colleagues share in
the festivities. Stay safe and have fun:) Welcome 2013!
Take care. Best Wishes, Julia Cini

-James M. Barrie
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